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121 Cormorant Place Fort McMurray Alberta
$950,000

121 Cormorant place- Luxury Alves home with a view. This residential listing features a triple car attached,

heated garage with an oversize driveway and breathtaking views of eagle ridge and the valley. The open

concept home boasts a massive kitchen with a gorgeous pantry area, two-tone cabinetry, an oversized built-in

stove and stainless steal appliances. The kitchen also features granite countertops, a hood range, two sinks

and lots of countertop and cupboard space. The dining nook has upgraded ceiling features and direct access

to the low maintenance deck overlooking the massive landscaped and fenced yard with added concrete work,

a stone fireplace and a playground. The living room is oversized with lots of natural lighting and overlooks part

of the basement area, featuring a full stone wall with a built-in gas fireplace and a gorgeous mantle area.

Leading Upstairs you have custom railings and upgraded light fixtures throughout, there are three oversized

bedrooms with upgraded light fixtures, including the master bedroom with a large en suite featuring a floating

tub, his/hers sinks, and a separate standup shower, granite countertops amd amazing tile work. The master

also includes an oversized walk-in closet with built-in cabinetry. The basement is fully developed with a wet

bar, the open concept gives lots of room for entertaining. The rec room /theatre area features stone work and

lots of natural lighting. every area of this home is exquisite and a must see. The basement also has a large

bedroom for guests or a growing family and gorgeous tile and stone work including in the 4 piece bathroom.

You will also find direct access to the fenced yard, providing plenty of natural lighting. The finishings of the

Alves home are sure to impress. Call today for your private viewing (id:6769)

5pc Bathroom 2.57 M x 2.77 M

5pc Bathroom 3.91 M x 4.50 M

Bedroom 3.41 M x 4.22 M

Bedroom 4.44 M x 3.53 M

Laundry room 2.46 M x 1.85 M

Primary Bedroom 4.32 M x 7.42 M

3pc Bathroom 1.52 M x 2.59 M

Recreational, Games room 9.73 M x 7.95 M

Storage 1.63 M x 1.27 M

Furnace 3.94 M x 2.54 M

2pc Bathroom 1.60 M x 1.88 M

Dining room 4.06 M x 3.51 M

Kitchen 5.84 M x 4.42 M

Living room 4.22 M x 5.79 M
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Other 2.80 M x 3.48 M

Bedroom 4.04 M x 3.35 M

Other 1.78 M x 2.82 M


